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2005-2013: Commander 57

Störk-Tronic - an industry pioneer

Störk-Tronic exclusively conducts its manu-

facturing and design work in Stuttgart /

Germany, where we combine the expertise

and innovative capacity of almost three

decades to manufacture high-tech electronic

measurement and control products.

Pioneer in the area of networking

As a networking pioneer for electronic

temperature control systems, Störk-Tronic

originally introduced the Commander 57

some years ago. It was the first product

capable of remote maintenance and remote

controlling of all connected controllers. In

2008, for example, the Commander was

implemented as a main component of the

catering services for the Olympic Tower in

Munich.

Experience creates perfection

Through our experience and a permanent

dialogue with our customers, we have been

able to continuously develop the Commander.

Which meant we were able to introduce

the Commander 43 in 2008 and the 

Commander 70 in 2014. Both offer the same

functionality, setting options and highlights –

but they differ in size and some features.

Parallel to the development of the Commander, 

the ST-Studio software package was also 

completed in 2010. It enables the manage-

ment of controller networks via remote 

access. With ST-Studio, multiple Commanders 

and all networked controllers can be easily 

configured, monitored and parameterised. 

ST-Studio is included in the scope of delivery 

of each Commander free of charge.

Utilised all over the world

Today, countless Commanders are being

used throughout the world as a „command

centre“. In particular cross-industry versatility 

is one of the key characteristics. The 

Commander is being used in a broad range 

of sectors, for example, in the industries of 

food technology, medical technology, 

mechanical engineering, large kitchen 

appliances and even in the building services 

industry.

tHe Commander

Controllers with this symbol

can be networked with the 

Commander via the St-bus.

Menu

Back
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Commander

Date / time

remote access
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Factory settings

Downup
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uSB DAtA export

Back CancelCopy data

Insert the uSB flash drive

Standard mode

The Commander enables the remote 

maintenance and control of networked 

temperature control systems. Up to 32 or 64 

controllers can be connected to the 

Commander via the ST-bus system, directly 

parameterised and controlled via the touch 

screen.

Useable without a training effort

The user-friendly interface and the intuitive,

simple operation means very little complex

training is required. Even with only a few

cooling and heating points you will 

immediately save time, because not every 

single controller will need to be programmed. 

The Commander can be easily connected to 

the Internet or the corporate network via the

integrated Ethernet interface.

All connected controllers are detected

automatically

An easy commissioning of the Commander

is made possible through the fully automatic

configuration. If the controllers are connected,

the unit will be immediately ready for 

operation through the automatic networking 

function. Measured values such as 

temperature, humidity, pressure or the 

actuating variables of valves, as well as all 

switching events, for example, from 

compressors, pumps, defrosting or fault 

messages are automatically acquired.

Software updates for the Commander and all

connected controllers can be carried out via

the USB interface.

PlUG & Play – ImmedIately after tHe Start UP 
tHe fIrSt reCordInGS Can Be Performed

the colour coding: red = alarm, warning; Green = ok; Grey = Commander off; dark green = 
night-time decrease; yellow = defrosting active.

each individual controller can be adjusted via the Commander.

the measured values can be conveniently exported via ethernet 
and / or the USB interface.

Visualisation of all data from the 112 standard software all 
the way up to complex overheating controllers and composite 
systems.
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Week timer

Customised switching programs, such as

defrosting, night-time decrease, lighting

or cleaning cycles can be activated with

the freely programmable week timer. This

enables the reduction of performance peaks

which, for example, occur through time-

shifted defrosting, night-time increase 

or cleaning cycles. The controllers can be 

parameterised and named.

Manipulation security

The functionality of the Commander also

includes the tamper-proof recording of 

temperatures. The Commander already starts 

to record after the first start-up.

ECO mode

With the ECO button, various energy saving

functions can be defined which override the

fixed weekly program. The individual program

settings can be defined for individual

controllers or controller groups. Advantage:

The week timer doesn‘t need to be 

reprogrammed or changed, because the ECO

mode operates independently.

the timer can be used to program time delayed defrost zones to avoid peak power periods.

the week timer is used to specify the switching time for lights on weekdays, holidays and 
vacation days for all controllers individually or for selected controller groups.

activating the eCo button switches special controls on and off again, for example, for holiday 
times. the eCo mode overrides the specified week program.

tIMer For DeFroStIng

Back newDownup

Defrost 1

Defrost 2

Defrost 3

Defrost 4

Mon. tue. Wed. thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Mon. tue. Wed. thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Mon. tue. Wed. thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

Mon. tue. Wed. thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

MonDAy to SunDAy

Back Cancel DownSave upname

Controller 3
Controller 3
Controller 7
Controller 8
Controller 9

Mon Wed Fritues thurs Sat Sun

Weekdays

page 1 regler

Switching time

eCo-tASte

Back

Holiday

light

operation

Defrosting

eCo

plant

Downup
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Expert mode

With additional settings, the Commander can

be precisely adapted to suit your 

requirements. Within the scope of very few 

training sessions, we will convey the required

know-how to fully exploit the performance

capabilities of the Commander far beyond the

standard mode.

Reducing costs

Especially during the start-up of plant, control

parameters can easily be optimised and

energy efficient settings realised. Through

the continuous recording of data and 

the comparison with older data, it is possi-

ble to detect characteristics such as ageing 

effects of the plant at an early stage, and to 

execute maintenance work accordingly. The 

costs that will be inevitable through a total 

failure of the plant are reduced, because the 

respective components can be exchanged in 

a timely manner.

Reminder functions

The freely programmable maintenance 

interval reminds customers, for example, of 

the servicing tasks every 5 years.

E-mail - „You‘ve got mail“

Short messages can also be transmitted 

and address books administrated with the 

optionally available "e-mail-to-SMS“ service.

Every Commander is equipped with its own

battery, to ensure that the internal real time

clock continues to operate during power

cuts.

SImPle and freely ProGrammaBle
for eVery kInd of aPPlICatIon

each connected controller is individually adjustable. all parameters are continuously monitored 
by the Commander – any deviation is processed and documented according to pre-set alarm 
plan.

Status messages with brief information can be sent to the configured recipients in case of an 
error (for example, a sensor error, or over/under temperature).

the data recording interval can be freely selected. for the 
factory pre-set of 120 seconds, the tamper-proof storage volume 
is sufficient for 12 months. all recorded data can be backed up 
via USB interface.

Controller

Back Downup

parameterisation

Actual values

naming

Info

removal

K1: DeFAult

Back Cancel DownSave upname

Controller 3

Controller 4

Controller 7

Controller 8

Controller 9

page 1 Controller

reCorDIng IntervAl

Back Cancel MenuSave
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Alarm management

The alarm function of the Commander is

already enabled in the standard mode. The

alarms can be individually adjusted with

additional configuration options: collective

alarm, over-temperature, under-temperature,

consolidated messages and more.

An e-mail or a signal tone – everything is

possible.

Comprehensive setting options

The Commander and the entire system can

be completely customised. German, English,

French and Dutch can be pre-set default 

languages via the menu. In addition to the 

automatic summer and winter mode, your 

time zone is also selectable.

User management

Through selectable user levels it is possible

to assign different access rights, for example,

end users, technicians, or manufacturers.

In addition to the user levels and roles, 

customer-specific functions such as „set-

point visible / invisible / alterable“ can be 

assigned.

different rights can be assigned to each user by the administrator with a simple click.

SettIngS

Back Downup

languages

Commander

Date / time

Information

Screen

AlArM MAnAgeMent

Back Downup

Warning

K1

Alarm 1

K2

Alarm 2

Horn

rIgHtS

Back Cancel BenutzerSave

Set-points

parameter

Functions

Controller

History

Commander

timer

uSB export / import

user

Displays DisplaysChange Change

uSer MAnAge

Back Down newup

Change rights

Change password

Delete user

Back

within the alarm management section it is possible to nominate
who should be notified in the event of a particular warning.

different users have different access rights – password-protected.

the basic settings include, for example, the language, time zone, summer and winter times.
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Comprehensive software package for free

The included ST-Studio software package

enables the operation, setting and 

parameterisation of individual controllers over 

the Internet or through the corporate network. 

Optimised datasets can be loaded easily. 

ST-Studio maintains a constant dialogue with 

one or several Commanders via the Internet 

or local network, to report any malfunctions 

within the plant.

Managing multiple Commanders

With ST-Studio, multiple Commanders and all

connected controllers can be easily configured

and parameterised. Therefore, it is possible

to define and use different parameter sets for 

different customers.

St-StUdIo – remote maIntenanCe and remote Control
ComfortaBly from yoUr workPlaCe

remote maintenance and remote control of individual controllers is easily configured
through the integration of the built-in web server into a local network.

St-Studio is included free of 
charge with every Commander.

In St-Studio all events, alarms, measured values and important status changes, including the 
corresponding set/actual values, can be depicted in a graphical or tabular manner (HaCCP 
compliant).

a simplified monitoring: parameter sets can be saved, loaded and copied.
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Fan control circuit 1
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Monitoring via Tablet or Smartphone

In addition to ST-Studio the controllers can 

also be accessed via the Internet. Through 

this it is possible to manage parameter 

changes as well as alarm and error messages 

from any place on earth.

the web Server 
provides security 
any time and 
any place.
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tHe Commander IS alwayS reaCHaBle

the Commander 43 and 
Commander 70 in the 
size comparison.
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Commander 70

· 7 inch display

· Resolution of 800 x 480 pixels

· Multi-touch enabled capacitive display

· Powerful CORTEX A8 processor

· Designed to accommodate up to 

 64 controllers

· SSL encryption

· Provides ideal conditions for the

 use in the heating technology, for example, 

 in ovens

· Ambient light sensor for an optimal

 display brightness control

Commander 43

· 4.3 inch display

· Resolution of 480 x 272 pixels

· Resistive touch display

· Powerful ARM9 processor

· Designed to accommodate up to 

 32 controllers

· SSL encryption

· Provides ideal conditions for the

 use in the field of commercial

 refrigeration, for example, display 

 refrigerators

The Commander 70 offers the same 

functionality, setting options and highlights as 

the Commander 43.

The main differences are:

Comparison: Commander 43 and Commander 70
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tHe Commander 43
and tHe Commander 70
are aVaIlaBle In 
dIfferent VerSIonS

the Commander 70
significantly increases your
options.

the Commander 70 with a seven-segment display and USB exit.
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   Back DaytimeDay

the Commander 43 as 
a rear mounted version.

the Commander 43 
as a wall-mounted unit.
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